Engineering Degeneracy: a Critical Ground State for Artificial Spin Ice
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The constraints of a realistic magnetic interaction limit the possibility of realizing degenerate vertex models with artificial spin ice in two dimensions. Here we present and study a novel vertex-frustrated geometry which exhibits a residual entropy density. While interesting in its own regard as a new form of frustration in a vertex system, our lattice opens new pathways for implementing degeneracy in artificial magnetic nanooarrays, a task so far elusive. We demonstrate that its degenerate ground state can be mapped to the disordered phase of the exactly solvable $F$-model. Monte Carlo simulations extend our study to thermal states, and, significantly, find algebraic correlations for frustrated vertices, magnetic charges, and spins in the ground state, pointing to a critical phase.

Artificial Spin Ice (ASI) has raised considerable interest for its technological potentials, and as a tailorable medium to investigate novel collective phenomena in a materials-by-design approach [1-18]. ASI was inspired by the so-called spin ice compounds [19, 20], a special class of pyrochlore ferromagnets in which the magnetic interactions resemble the frustrated proton ordering in water ice [21-23]. Both water ice and spin ice retain a finite entropy density even at very low temperatures. The local spin arrangement in spin ice is dictated by rules similar to the Bernal-Fowler ice rules [21]. An interesting consequence of this local ordering is the appearance of algebraically decaying spin correlations [24], similar to those in two-dimensional (2D) lattice systems with hard-core constraints such as dimer or vertex models [25].

The original artificial spin ice presented by Wang et al. consists of magnetically interacting elongated permalloy nanoislands arranged as links of a square lattice [1, 3, 4]. Within the nearest-neighbor approximation, the square ice can be mapped to a non-degenerate six-vertex model: the anisotropic nature of the magnetic interaction in a 2D arrangement lifts the degeneracy of the six distinct 2-in-2-out vertices and the ground state is described by the ordered phase of the $F$-model [25]. Ways to overcome this limit and induce degeneracy have been proposed [26] yet they present challenges in nanofabrication.

So far, kagome ice, in which the islands are arranged along the edges of a honeycomb lattice [12, 14], is the only ASI of extensive degeneracy, inheriting residual entropy from its six low-energy 2-in-1-out or 1-in-2-out degenerate vertices (pseudo-ice rule). However this pseudo-ice regime is non-critical, with exponentially-decaying spin correlation [31]. Recently Morrison and coworkers have proposed “vertex-frustrated lattices” for ASI. The residual entropy in these systems emerges from the inability of allocating all the vertices in their lowest energy configuration, rather than from a degeneracy at the vertex level [15].

Here we present the first comprehensive study of a particularly interesting vertex-frustrated lattice depicted in Fig. 1(a). This so-called shakti lattice is maximally vertex-frustrated [15]: on each minimal loop, at least one vertex is not in its lowest energy configuration. Remarkably, we find that its residual entropy can be computed exactly by mapping the $T = 0$ manifold of the shakti spin-ice into a disordered ground state of the non-degenerate $F$-model. The degeneracy implied by topological frustration can be subsumed as a fictitious temperature for a non-degenerate vertex model. We also show numerically that its correlations are algebraic, indicating a critical ground state.

The shakti lattice can be derived from the square lattice [1] by alternatively placing an additional vertical or horizontal permalloy island in each square plaquette. The resulting lattice consists of vertices with both coordination numbers $z = 4$ and 3, as in Fig. 2. The perpendicular...
However, the special geometry of the lattice precludes configurations depending on its coordination number [15]. The geometry and size of the red spins thus determined which vertex type (I’ or II’) has lower energy. As can be easily checked, an energetically favorable type-II’ vertex gives rise to a long-range spin order in the shakti lattice. In the following, we mainly concern ourselves with the more interesting case in which $\alpha > \beta$.

In this paper we limit ourselves to a vertex-model of the shakti lattice, which has proved useful in describing experimental results in ASI [1, 3, 4]. Energetically, there are four distinct vertex types, labeled by numerals I–IV, for the $z = 4$ vertices, while the three types of $z = 3$ vertices are labeled as type I’, II’, and III’. The dominant nearest-neighbor interaction energy can be parameterized by $\alpha$ and $\beta$, the magnetostatic energy between two islands in perpendicular and parallel geometries, respectively, at the $z = 4$ vertex, and $\alpha'$ represents the energy between a pair of perpendicular island at the $z = 3$ vertex. In terms of these parameters, the various vertex energies are summarized in Fig. 2.

Since the energies $\alpha > \beta$ in 2D, contrary to the pyrochlore spin ice, the degeneracy between the two types (I and II) of 2-in-2-out vertices is lifted. In the case of square ASI, a long-range spin order consisting of a staggered arrangement of the energetically favorable type-I vertices emerges as the ground state.

Approximating each permalloy island as a point-like dipole, simple calculation gives $\alpha = 24\sqrt{2}, \beta = 16$, and $\alpha' = x (384/25\sqrt{3})$ measured in units of $\epsilon_d = \mu_0H^2/4\pi a^3$, where $\mu$ and $x\mu$ are the effective dipole moments of the blue and red spins, respectively, and $\mu$ is the lattice constant. The geometry and size of the red spins thus determine which vertex type (I’ or II’) has lower energy. As can be easily checked, an energetically favorable type-II’ vertex gives rise to a long-range spin order in the shakti lattice. In the following, we mainly concern ourselves with the more interesting case in which $\epsilon_{II'} < \epsilon_{II}$.

Ideally the ground state of the spin ice is reached when the individual vertex assumes either type-I or I’ configurations depending on its coordination number [15]. However, the special geometry of the lattice precludes such an ideal arrangement [14]. Assuming $\alpha' \sim \alpha$, the type-II’ is the next favorable vertex energetically. Consequently, the ground state is expected to contain only the two minimum-energy vertices (I and I’) and the next lowest-energy type-II’ vertices.

To investigate the thermodynamic behavior of the shakti spin ice as a vertex model, we first perform Monte Carlo simulations. The results shown in Figs. 3 are obtained assuming nearest-neighbor interaction with parameters $\alpha = \alpha' = 1.41\beta$ and periodic boundary conditions are used in the simulations. (a) and (b) show the fraction of various vertex types as a function of temperature $T$ measured in units of $\epsilon_d = \mu_0H^2/4\pi a^3$. (c) shows the temperature dependence of entropy density $s$ and specific-heat $c$. The entropy curve $s(T)$ is obtained by integrating the specific-heat $c(T)/T$. The averaged magnitude of magnetic charge (in natural units) at the $z = 3$ and 4 vertices is shown in (d).
tex types with nonzero fractional populations are \( n_1 = 1 \), \( n_{1T} = n_{1H} = 1/2 \): while all \( z = 4 \) sites are minimum-energy type-I vertices, only half of the \( z = 3 \) vertices are in the ground state. The other half are frustrated type-II' vertices. We can thus use locations of the frustrated vertices to characterize the spin-ice states; these unhappy vertices will be referred to as defects for simplicity. For example, Figs. 1(b) and (c) show a generic disordered spin-ice state and the corresponding defect configuration, respectively. It should be noted that this mapping is at least 2-to-1: each spin-ice state and its time-reversal partner are mapped to the same defect configuration. For square plaquette with defects sitting at the two ends of the center spin, i.e. type-6 plaquette in Fig. 4, there is an additional \( Z_2 \) degree of freedom associated with the direction of the center (red) spin.

To understand the structure of the degenerate spin-ice manifold, we first note that each plaquette has at least two defects in any spin-ice state; this can be easily demonstrated by enumerating all possible configurations in a plaquette \( [13] \). As a result, any configuration in which each plaquette has \( \text{exactly} \) two defects is a ground state, consistent with the numerical result that \( n_{1H} = 1/2 \) as \( T \rightarrow 0 \). This two-defects constraint is similar to the 2-in-2-out ice rule in square ice. Fig. 4 shows the six different two-defects configurations in a plaquette. Since there are two types of plaquette in our lattice with different orientations of the center island, those with vertical (horizontal) center spin are referred to in the following as type-A (B) plaquettes.

Noting that the centers of plaquettes in our model form a square lattice, it is not surprising that each defect configuration can be mapped to a 6-vertex state. To establish this mapping, we draw an arrow from type-A to its neighboring type-B plaquette if their common edge contains a defect vertex. On the other hand, an edge without defect vertex corresponds to an arrow pointing from type-B to type-A plaquette. This establishes an one-to-one mapping between the two-defects plaquettes and the 2-in-2-out vertices; see Fig. 4(d). An example of the mapping is also illustrated in Fig. 4(d).

We now consider the partition function of the emergent 6-vertex model. As discussed above, in addition to the global \( Z_2 \) time-reversal symmetry, there are two different spin states corresponding to type-6 vertex. This additional doublet degeneracy comes from the fact that the direction of center spin can be parallel or anti-parallel to the orientation of the center island [Fig. 4(f)]. Let \( n_6 \) denote the number of type-6 vertex in a given 6-vertex configuration \( C \), the ground-state partition function of the shakti spin ice is simply

\[
Z = \sum_C 2^{n_6} = \sum_C (\sqrt{2})^{n_S + n_6},
\]

The second identity holds when periodic or cylindrical boundary conditions are imposed. This is because type-5 and 6 vertices are sources and sinks, respectively, of the horizontal arrows or ‘fluxes’. As the total flux is conserved, there must be as many sinks as sources, i.e. \( n_5 = n_6 \). The degeneracy of Eq. 1 can be estimated as: \( W = W_{\text{ice}} \times 2^{N_\square(n_6)} \), where \( W_{\text{ice}} = (\frac{1}{\pi})^{3N_\square/10} \) is the degeneracy of the ideal square ice \( [23] \), \( (n_6) \sim 0.189 \) is the average population of type-6 vertex in a ice state, and \( N_\square \) is the number of plaquettes (or vertices in a 6-vertex state). Since \( N_\square = N_s/5 \) in shakti ice, where \( N_s \) is the number of spins, this gives a residual entropy density \( s_0 = k_B \ln W/N_s \sim 0.1125k_B \), which is close to the numerical result.

The entropy density of the shakti spin-ice can be exactly computed by recasting the partition function \( Z \) into that of the standard \( F \)-model \( [27] \):

\[
Z = \sqrt{2}^{N_\square} Z_F = \sqrt{2}^{N_\square} \prod_{i=1}^{6} \omega_i^{n_i}, \tag{2}
\]

where \( \omega_i \) denotes the statistical weight of the type-\( i \) vertex: \( \omega_1 = \omega_2 = \omega_3 = \omega_4 = e^{-K} \) and \( \omega_5 = \omega_6 = 1 \). The case of shakti ice corresponds to \( K = \frac{1}{2} \ln 2 \).

For a general \( F \)-model, the parameter \( K \geq 0 \) acts as an inverse temperature; the square ice corresponds to the special case with \( K = 0 \) or infinite \( T \). It is known that a Kosterlitz-Thouless transition occurs at \( K_c = \ln 2 \). The correlation length is finite in the ordered state for \( K > K_c \), while the system remains critical with an infinite correlation length for \( K \leq K_c \). Our case with \( K = K_c/2 \) thus corresponds to a critical phase with disordered vertices and spins.

The residual entropy of Eq. 2 is \( S/k_B = \ln Z = (N_\square/2) \ln 2 + \ln Z_F \). The entropy density of the \( F \)-model with \( K = K_c/2 \) can be exactly computed using the Bethe ansatz \( [27] \). We thus obtain a residual entropy density for the shakti ice:

\[
\frac{S}{N_s k_B} = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_0^{\pi} \ln \cot(k/2) \, dk = \frac{2G}{\pi} = 0.583122, \tag{3}
\]

where \( G \) is the Catalan’s constant \( [27] \). Since the number of spins \( N_s = 5N_\square \) in shakti ice, Eq. 3 corresponds to
an entropy density per spin $S/N_s \kappa_B = 0.116624$, which is fairly close to the numerically estimated value $s_0 = 0.1178k_B$ [Fig. 3(c)].

We now turn to the correlation functions in the ground state. To efficiently navigate between different six-vertex states, we use the loop algorithm in which detailed balance is always satisfied locally when constructing the states, we use the loop algorithm in which detailed balance is always satisfied locally when constructing the states, we use the loop algorithm in which detailed balance is always satisfied locally when constructing the states.

In future work we will demonstrate the emergence of a smectic phase corresponding to magnetic monopole crystallization when long range interactions are included.
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[31] Inclusion of long range interactions reveals an algebraic ice phase with ordered magnetic charge [6, 7]. However this phase has not been found experimentally yet, and experimental results point to a satisfying approximation of honeycomb ice in terms of a nearest neighbor vertex model [1, 3, 4, 12–14].